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SURF’S UP
WITH THE MYSTIC DOUBLE WAVE SINK BY ELKAY®
®

OAK BROOK, IL – April 2008 – Joining The Mystic family of water-inspired,
organically shaped sinks, Elkay introduces four new Mystic Double Wave sinks. As an
extension of the popular Mystic Single Wave sink introduced in 2007, the Double
Wave sinks feature soft, rounded curves, specifically inspired by the shape and form
of a rolling wave.
The whimsical shape of The Mystic Double Waves complements any
contemporary kitchen with its curved, flowing design. The versatile sinks can be
integrated into cabinets and countertops that highlight its convex, rolling shape, or be
used in an island setting to create an inviting gathering place. The Mystic Double
Wave sinks also make an ideal companion to other Mystic food prep and
entertainment sinks for homeowners who want to maximize the style, functionality and
entertaining capability of their kitchen.
Also, according to the National Kitchen and Bath Association, 30 to 35
percent of all kitchens being planned today are for more than one cook. The Mystic
Double Wave double bowl designs are ideal for homes with multiple cooks, especially
if the homeowner installs a separate faucet over each sink basin, making it a dual
workstation.
Three of the new Mystic Double Wave sinks showcase a double bowl
configuration. Two models feature one large bowl at 14 inches x 17.5 inches paired
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with a slightly smaller bowl at 15 inches x 16.5 inches, each offering a 10 inch depth –
the homeowner can select which bowl is larger based on their preference
(MYSTIC332110R/ MYSTIC332110L). The third double bowl model (MYSTIC332010)
showcases a symmetrical bowl design with two matching 15 inch x 16.5 inch bowls
with 10 inches of depth. The fourth new Mystic Double Wave model (MYSTIC1516) is
a large single bowl sink style with one 15 inch x 16.5 inch bowl that is 8 inches deep.
Although all the bowl designs have a one-of-a-kind shape, each
configuration's depth and size ensure the sink can perform any kitchen task. All four
new models are offered in a Lustrous Satin finish and made from thick, durable 18
gauge stainless steel, designed to last a lifetime. Available with custom-sized bottom
grids, rinsing baskets and cutting boards, The Mystic Double Waves are equipped with
an array of Elkay's custom-fit accessories.
As with all Elkay products, The Mystic Double Wave sinks can be paired with
an Elkay faucet, such as the Arezzo™ and Moda™, to complete any kitchen. These
Mystic sinks are also equipped with Elkay's Sound Guard® insulation for superior
sound dampening, ensuring a quiet and pleasant experience at the sink. The MSRP
price for The Mystic Double Wave sinks ranges from $749 - $1,695.
For more than 88 years, Elkay has been an innovative manufacturer of
stainless steel sinks, water coolers, drinking fountains and faucets for residential and
commercial use. Elkay, which is ranked 40th in Crain’s Chicago Business list of
Chicago’s Largest Privately-Held Companies, has more than 5,000 employees in
facilities across the United States and select international markets. In 2006 and 2007,
Elkay was honored as a Merit Award winner in Interior Design magazine’s "Best of the
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Year" Awards for The Mystic® and Avado® sink designs. Elkay is also a member of
key industry associations including the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) and the
American Society of Interior Designers (ASID).
Headquartered in Oak Brook, Illinois, Elkay is also the parent company of
E.B. Tecnica Mexicana®, Phylrich® International and Elkay Zhuhai. Elkay is America's
number one selling stainless steel sink company. The Elkay Manufacturing Cabinetry
Division is the fourth largest cabinet manufacturer in the U.S. with its Yorktowne®
Cabinetry, Medallion® Cabinetry and Mastercraft® Cabinets holdings.
For more information, contact Maureen Brennan at (312) 946-6075 or visit
elkayusa.com.
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